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Mission:

Vision

Mission

Vision:

A vital centre to collaborate,
connect and explore the world
in which we live.

To provide accessible services,
programs, collections and spaces
designed to inspire and enrich
the community.

SIXPILLARS—

Values

Values:

Intellectual Freedom, Equitable
Access, Sustainability, Respect,
Innovative, Accountability,
Leadership, Community, Life Long
Learning, & Creativity.

—
SPACES: Connect with the community
SPACES
with innovative physical, virtual
Connect with the community with
and
mobile spaces,
bevirtual
the hub
innovative
physical,
and
mobile
for
all. spaces. Be the hub for all.

ENGAGEMENT: Create programs, collections GUIDANCE: Spread the word: connect
GUIDANCE
and services that inspire
and guide users to opportunities
Spread the word: Connect and
Create programs, collections and
creativity,
collaboration,
and
throughout
the
guide users
tocommunity.
opportunities
services that inspire creativity,
throughout the community.
collaboration, and literacy.
literacy.

ACCESS & OUTREACH: get out there: create
opportunities to share information, have
Getand
outmake
there:
Create opportunities
fun,
a difference
helping those
to share information, have fun, and
who
need it.
make a difference helping

COMMUNITY COLLABORATION: advocate and collaborate with organizations
that support the community.

ACCESS&OUTREACH
those who need it.

ENGAGEMENT

COMMUNITY
COLLABORATION

Advocate and collaborate with
organizations that support the
community.

ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY: prese
strengths and grow capacity
so that users have the technologies,
Preserve strengths
and grow
collections,
and services
capacity so that users have the
that
enhance their
lives. and
technologies,
collections,

ORGANIZATIONAL
CAPACITY

services that enhance their lives.
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